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BOOK NOTICES

BARBIERO, GIANNI. Song of Songs: A Close Reading. Leiden: Brill, 2011. This
book puts forward an interpretation of the Canticle which is alert to the
literal sense of the poem. The author thus distances himself both from the
allegorical interpretation and from an interpretation that is purely secular.
According to the author, the Song offers a theological vision of human
love. Barbiero sees the Song as composed in the third century b.c.e., in the
Hellenistic epoch, but also as hugely dependent on the love poetry of the
Ancient Near East, particularly that of Egypt. Above all, however, the Song
was composed in dialogue with the other books of the Old Testament,
especially in contrast with the negative view of sexuality which they
represent. The study pays particular attention to the structure of the poem
and of the individual cantos: for Barbiero, the Song is a closely unitary
work and is only to be understood as a whole.
BARCHIESI, ALESSANDRO and WALTER SCHEIDEL, eds. The Oxford
Handbook of Roman Studies. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010. Over
fifty distinguished scholars elucidate the contribution of material as well as
literary culture to our understanding of the Roman world. The emphasis
is particularly upon the new and exciting links between the various subdisciplines that make up Roman Studies—for example, between literature
and epigraphy, art and philosophy, papyrology and economic history.
The Handbook, in fact, aims to establish a field and scholarly practice as
much as to describe the current state of play. Connections with disciplines
outside classics are also explored, including anthropology, psychoanalysis,
gender and reception studies, and the use of new media.
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BENTLEY, JERRY H., ed. The Oxford Handbook of World History. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011. The Oxford Handbook of World
History presents thirty-three essays by leading historians in their
respective fields. The chapters address the most important issues explored
by contemporary world historians. These broadly fall into four categories:
conceptions of the global past, themes in world history, processes of world
history, and regions in world history. Those chapters on conceptions deal
with issues of space and time as treated in the field of world history as
well as questions of method, epistemology, the historiography of the
area, and globalization as viewed from historical perspective. Themes
present in the book include the natural environment, agriculture, pastoral
nomadism, science, technology, state formation, gender, and religion.
Chapters dealing with large-scale processes review current thinking on
some of the most influential developments of the global past, including
mass migrations, cross-cultural trade, biological diffusions, imperial
expansion, industrialization, and cultural and religious exchanges. And
finally, a set of chapters explores the distinctive historical development
within the world’s major regions, while also situating individual regions
in the larger global context.
BREMMER, JAN N. and MARCO FORMISANO. Perpetua’s Passions:
Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011. Perpetua’s Passions is a collection of studies
about Perpetua, a young female Christian martyr who was executed in
203 c.e. Like her spiritual guide, Saturus, Perpetua left a diary, and a few
years after their deaths a fellow Christian collected these writings and
supplied them with an introduction and epilogue: the so-called Passion
of Perpetua. The result is one of the most fascinating and enigmatic works
of antiquity, which the present volume examines from a wide range of
perspectives: literary, narratological, historical, religious, psychological,
and philosophical viewpoints follow upon a newly edited text and English
translation (by Joseph Farrell and Craig Williams). This innovative
treatment by a number of distinguished scholars not only complements
its unique subject, but constitutes a kind of laboratory of new approaches
to ancient texts.
BYRON, JOHN. Cain and Abel in Text and Tradition: Jewish and Christian
Interpretations of the First Sibling Rivalry. Leiden: Brill, 2011. The story
of Cain and Abel narrates the primeval events associated with the
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beginnings of the world and humanity. But the presence of linguistic and
grammatical ambiguities coupled with narrative gaps provided translators
and interpreters with a number of points of departure for expanding the
story. The result is a number of well established and interpretive traditions
shared between Jewish and Christian literature. This book focuses on
how the interpretive traditions derived from Genesis 4 exerted significant
influence on Jewish and Christian authors who knew rewritten versions
of the story. The goal is to help readers appreciate these traditions within
the broader interpretive context rather than within the narrow confines
of the canon.
COOK, PAUL M. A Sign and a Wonder: The Redactional Formation of Isaiah
18–20. Leiden: Brill, 2011. While many studies on Isaiah are interested in
the formation of the book, relatively few have addressed the development
of the oracles concerning foreign nations. Like many other prophetic
books, the book of Isaiah contains a section of foreign nations oracles
(Isaiah 13–23), but within this collection is a smaller grouping of literary
material that deals with the nations of Cush (Ethiopia) and Egypt (Isaiah
18–20). This book considers the formation of this smaller group about
Cush and Egypt within the literary context of the growth of the larger
collection and the development of these individual chapters. This book
also contributes a fresh approach to the formation of foreign nations
oracles in Isaiah 13–23.
DEUTSCH, ROBERT. Biblical Period Hebrew Seals, Bullae, and Handles:
The Joseph Chaim Collection, volume 2. Tel Aviv: Archeological Center,
2011. The book is the second volume recording biblical period epigraphic
material from the Josef Chaim Kaufman collection. The present volume
includes 387 specimens: 88 seals, 248 bullae, and 51 stamped handles. Out
of the 88 seals: 84 are Hebrew, one is anepigraphic (Judean), one is Hebrew
Phoenician, one is Hebrew Aramaic and one is Moabite. Six seals were
previously published and 82 seals are presented here for the first time. The
Hebrew seals, including a Moabite example, are to be dated to the end of
the eighth century b.c.e., through the beginning of the sixth century b.c.e.,
before the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar II in 586 b.c.e.,
while the Hebrew Phoenician and the Aramaic seals are dated to the post
exilic period in the 5th century b.c.e. The bullae are all Hebrew except for
three anepigraphic and two Hellenistic. The Hebrew bullae are to be dated
also to the end of the eighth through the beginning of the sixth century
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b.c.e. All are previously unrecorded. This group of bullae was collected in
the last seven years, since the publication of the first volume. Their possible
provenance is Khirbet Qe’ila, biblical Keilah (Josh. 15:44), located 13.5 km
northwest of Hebron. Out of the 51 handles, seven are of the lmlk type,
impressed by seven different seals. The majority, 42 handles, are impressed
by 33 different official seals with nine duplicates. They are to be dated to
the end of the eighth century, before 701 b.c.e., in the time of Hezekiah
king of Judah. The two remaining handles are from the Persian Period.
All the items presented in this volume were meticulously examined by the
author and were found genuine beyond any doubt. The recent tendency
expressed by some scholars, to declare all unprovenanced epigraphic
materials “questionable” and therefore worthless, is an approach which is
to be unequivocally rejected.
DITOMASSO, LORENZO and CHRISTFRIED BOTTRICH, eds. The Old
Testament in the Slavonic Tradition. Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism
140. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011. Written by an international group
of expert scholars, the essays in this volume are devoted to the topic of
biblical apocrypha, particularly the “Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,”
within the compass of the Slavonic tradition. The authors examine ancient
texts, such as 2 Enoch and the Apocalypse of Abraham, which have been
preserved (sometimes uniquely) in Slavonic witnesses and versions, as
well as apocryphal literature that was composed within the rich Slavonic
tradition from the early Byzantine period onwards. The volume’s focus is
textual, historical, and literary. Many of its contributions present editions
and commentaries of important texts, or discuss aspects pertaining to the
manuscript evidence.
DUNN, JAMES D. G. Jesus, Paul, and the Gospels. Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Eerdmans, 2011. This compact theological primer from a widely respected
scholar offers a well-integrated and illuminating approach to a variety of
basic issues in the study of the New Testament:
t
t
t

Where, why, and how the Gospels were written and what we should
expect from them
The reliability and historicity of the Gospel accounts of Jesus’ life and
ministry
The continuing significance of the apostle Paul and his teaching
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t

Points of continuity and discontinuity between the teaching of Jesus
and of Paul—and how to bridge the two

In Jesus, Paul, and the Gospels, James Dunn has gathered texts from
three sets of lectures given in 2009 to Catholic and Jewish audiences in
Italy, Spain, and Israel. The resulting book uniquely presents the Gospels
to a Jewish audience and Paul to a Catholic audience—all from a scholarly
Protestant perspective. Written to introduce well-informed people to
topics that are perhaps new or unfamiliar to them, this book is ideal for
readers and students of various backgrounds both within and beyond the
Christian community.
EHRMAN, BART D. and ZLATKO PLESE, eds. The Apocryphal Gospels: Texts
and Translations. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. Bart Ehrman
and Zlatko Plese here offer a groundbreaking, multi-lingual edition of the
Apocryphal Gospels, one that breathes new life into the non-canonical
texts that were once nearly lost to history. In The Apocryphal Gospels,
Ehrman and Plese present a rare compilation of over 40 ancient gospel
texts and textual fragments that do not appear in the New Testament. This
essential collection contains Gospels describing Jesus’s infancy, ministry,
Passion, and resurrection, as well as manuscripts, including the Gospel
of Thomas, and the most recently discovered Gospel, the Gospel of Judas
Iscariot. These manuscripts are featured in the original Greek, Latin, and
Coptic languages, accompanied by fresh English translations that appear
next to the original texts, allowing for line by line comparison. Also,
each translation begins with an examination of historical, literary, and
textual issues that places each Gospel in its proper context. This volume
will contain the following texts: Infancy Gospel of Thomas, Proto-Gospel
of James, Gospel of Pseudo Matthew, Latin Infancy Gospels, Coptic
History of Joseph the Carpenter, Jewish Christian Gospels, Gospel of the
Nazareans, Gospel of the Ebionites, Gospel according to the Hebrews,
Gospel of the Egyptians, The Diatesseron, Papyrus Berlin 11710, Papyrus
Cairensis 10735, Papyrus Egerton 2, Papyrus Merton 51, P Oxy 210, P
Oxy 840, P Oxy 1224, P Oxy 2949, P Oxy 4009, P Vindob G 2325, Gospel
of Thomas, Gospel of Thomas: Greek fragments, Agrapha, Gospel of
Peter, Gospel of Judas, Abgar Legend, Gospel of Nicodemus A, Gospel
of Nicodemus B, Report of Pilate, Handing over of Pilate, Letter of Pilate
to Claudius, Letter of Pilate to Herod, Letter of Herod to Pilate, Letter of
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Tiberius to Pilate, Vindicta Salvatoris, Mors Pilati, Narrative of Joseph of
Arimathea, Gospel of Mary, and Gospel of Mary: Greek fragments.
EHRMAN, BART D. The Orthodox Corruption of Scripture: The Effect of Early
Christological Controversies on the Text of the New Testament. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011. Victors not only write history but they
also reproduce the texts. Bart Ehrman explores the close relationship
between the social history of early Christianity and the textual tradition
of the emerging New Testament, examining how early struggles between
Christian “heresy” and “orthodoxy” affected the transmission of the
documents over which many of the debates were waged. He makes a
crucial contribution to our understanding of the social and intellectual
history of early Christianity and raises intriguing questions about the
relationship of readers to their texts, especially in an age when scribes
could transform the documents they reproduced. This edition includes a
new afterword surveying research in biblical interpretation over the past
twenty years.
FAULKNER, ANDREW, ed. The Homeric Hymns: Interpretive Essays. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011. This is the first collection of scholarly essays
on the Homeric Hymns, a corpus of 33 hexameter compositions that were
probably recited at festivals of the gods whom they honored and were often
attributed in antiquity to Homer. After a general introduction to modern
scholarship on the Homeric Hymns, the essays of the first part of the book
examine in detail aspects of the longer narrative poems in the collection,
while those of the second part give critical attention to the shorter poems
and to the collection as a whole. The contributors to the volume present
a wide range of stimulating views on the study of the Homeric Hymns,
which, with the discovery of new fragments, have attracted much interest
in recent years.
FERRARA, SILVIA. Cypro-Minoan Inscriptions. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2012 (anticipated publishing date). This volume offers the first
comprehensive examination of an ancient writing system from Cyprus and
Syria known as Cypro-Minoan. After Linear B was deciphered by Michael
Ventris in 1952, other undeciphered scripts of the second millennium
b.c.e. from the Aegean world (Linear A) and the Eastern Mediterranean
(Cypro-Minoan) became the focus of those trying to crack this ancient and
historical code. Despite several attempts for both syllabaries, this prospect
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has remained unrealized. This is especially true for Cypro-Minoan, the
script of Late Bronze Age Cyprus found also at Ugarit in Syria, which,
counting no more than 250 inscriptions, remains poorly documented.
Ferrara presents the first large-scale study of Cypro-Minoan with an
analysis of all the inscriptions through a multidisciplinary perspective
that embraces aspects of archaeology, epigraphy, and palaeography.
FREDERIKSEN, RUNE. Greek City Walls of the Archaic Period, 900–480 BC.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. In this fully illustrated study, Rune
Frederiksen assembles all archaeological and written sources for city
walls in the ancient Greek world, and argues that widespread fortification
of settlements and towns, usually considered to date from the Classical
period, in fact took place much earlier. Frederiksen discusses the types
of fortified settlement and the topography of urban fortification, and also
the preservation of structures from early settlements. He also presents an
architectural history of Greek fortification walls before the Classical period,
and makes the intriguing observation that early monumental architecture
developed just as much in fortifications as it did in early temples. This
underlines the importance of the secular sphere for the development of
early communities across the Greek world.
GIBSON, ROY and RUTH MORELLO. Pliny the Elder: Themes and
Contexts. Leiden: Brill, 2011. Pliny’s Naturalis Historia—a brilliant
and sophisticated encyclopedia of the scientific, artistic, philosophical,
botanical and zoological riches of the ancient world—has had a long
career in the footnotes of historical studies. This is a phenomenon born of
the sense that the work was there to consult, or to "use" as a resource to aid
investigation of specific technical issues or passages, of Quellenforschung,
or of delimited topic areas. The contributors to the present volume both
represent and join a new generation of critics who have begun to try to
"read" this monumental text, and—by examining the dominant motifs
which give shape and order to the work—to construct frameworks within
which we may understand and interpret Pliny’s overarching agenda.
GREER, ROWAN A. Theodore of Mopsuestia: Commentary on the Minor
Pauline Epistles. Leiden: Brill, 2011. The most famous representative of
the school of Antioch, Theodore of Mopsuestia penned a number of
commentaries on biblical books in both Testaments. This volume offers
not only an introduction to Theodore’s life and work but also the first
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modern-language translation of his commentaries on Paul’s minor epistles
(Galatians–Philemon). The English translation is accompanied by a facing
Latin/Greek text based on H. B. Swete’s 1880–82 critical edition of these
early fifth-century commentaries. As a prime example of “Antiochene”
exegesis and theology, they are of considerable interest, providing valuable
evidence for Theodore’s exegetical principles and practice, his Christology
and doctrines of grace and free will, and his understanding of crucial
developments in Christian ministry and church polity from the time of
Paul to his own day.
HIEBERT, PIETER J.V. “Translation is Required”: The Septuagint and Retrospect
and Prospect. Leiden: Brill, 2011. This volume, which includes papers
delivered at an international conference sponsored by the Septuagint
Institute of Trinity Western University, addresses topics such as the
nature and function of the Septuagint, its reception history, and the issues
involved in translating it into other languages. The collection highlights
the distinction between the Septuagint as produced (i.e., the product of
the earliest attempt to translate the Hebrew Bible) and the Septuagint as it
subsequently came to be received (i.e., as an autonomous text independent
of its Semitic parent). It also reflects the kind of discourse currently taking
place in the field of Septuagint research, celebrates the appearance of
three modern-language translations of the Septuagint, and sets the stage
for the next level of investigation: the hermeneutical/interpretative task
associated with the production of commentaries.
HULL, ROBERT F., JR. The Story of the New Testament Text: Movers, Materials,
Motives, Methods, and Models. Leiden: Brill, 2011. This volume tells the
story of the New Testament text from the earliest copies to the latest
scholarly editions in Greek. Using a cross-sectional approach, the author
introduces those who have developed the discipline of New Testament
textual criticism (the movers); the ancient sources for recovering the text
(the materials); the aims that drove them (the motives); the criteria and
techniques (methods); and the books and other examples of best practices
(the models) of New Testament textual criticism. Written primarily for
seminary students, the book will also interest clergy and graduate students
in biblical studies, theology, church history, and religion.
HUME, DOUGLAS A. The Early Christian Community: A Narrative Analysis
of Acts 2:41–47 and 4:32–35. Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum
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Neuen Testament 2:298. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011. Douglas A.
Hume offers a narrative ethical reading of the passages depicting the early
Christian community in Acts (2:41–47 and 4:32–35). He begins with a
methodological exploration of how contemporary scholars may examine
the impact of biblical narratives upon reader’s moral imaginations. Given
the presence of friendship language in Acts, the work subsequently launches
into an examination of this idiom in Greco-Roman philosophical and
literary works by Aristotle, Plutarch, Diogenes Laertius, and Iamblichus.
The author then proceeds to an exegetical examination of how friendship
language is employed by Luke in the narrative summaries of Acts. This
ethical reading of the Acts 2:41–47 and 4:32–35 incorporates multiple
features of narrative criticism and asks such wide ranging questions as the
use of emotion, point of view, and characterization to shape the reading
audience’s perception of God, the early Christian community, and other
characters within the story of Luke-Acts. This study has implications for
biblical studies, practical theology, and contemporary understandings of
ecclesiology.
JOACHISMSEN, KRISTIN. Identities in Transition: The Pursuit of Isa. 52:13–
53:12. Leiden: Brill, 2011. Isaiah 52:13–53:12 has occupied a special
position within Jewish and Christian traditions, as well as within biblical
scholarship. This book focuses particularly on different ways of reading
this text. Historical-critical readings in the tradition after Bernhard Duhm
are challenged. In Duhmian readings of Isa. 52:13–53:12, Gottesknecht
has become a technical term, Ebed-JahweLied a genre, Stellvertretung an
established theological concept and “servant song research” a separate
discipline within biblical scholarship. After a critical presentation of
the Duhmian readings, three other ways of reading Isaiah 52:13–53:12
based on variations of linguistic theory are presented: one linguistic, one
narratological and one intertextual. These show in different manners how
the text is unstable, heterogeneous and composite. In these readings, the
trope of personification is central.
JOHNSON, WILLIAM A. and HOLT N. PARKER, eds. Ancient Literacies.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. Recent advances in cognitive
psychology, socio-linguistics, and socio-anthropology are revolutionizing
our understanding of literacy. However, this research has made only
minimal inroads among classicists. In turn, historians of literacy continue
to rely on outdated work by classicists (mostly from the 1960s and 1970s)
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and have little access to the current reexamination of the ancient evidence.
This timely volume seeks to formulate interesting new ways of conceiving
the entire concept of literacy in the ancient world, as text-oriented events
embedded in particular sociocultural contexts. In the volume, selected
leading scholars rethink from the ground up how students of classical
antiquity might best approach the question of literacy in the past, and how
that investigation might materially intersect with changes in the way that
literacy is now viewed in other disciplines. The result will give readers new
ways of thinking about specific elements of “literacy” in antiquity, such
as the nature of personal libraries, or what it means to be a bookseller in
antiquity; new constructionist questions, such as what constitutes reading
communities and how they fashion themselves; new takes on the public
sphere, such as how literacy intersects with commercialism, or with the use
of public spaces, or with the construction of civic identity; new essentialist
questions, such as what do “book” and “reading” signify in antiquity, why
literate cultures develop, or why literate cultures matter.
KELLY, BENJAMIN. Petitions, Litigation, and Social Control in Roman
Egypt. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. This book examines the
contribution that petitioning and litigation made to the maintenance of
the social order in Roman Egypt between 30 b.c.e. and 284 c.e. Through
the analysis of the many hundreds of documents surviving on papyrus,
especially petitions, reports of court proceedings, and letters, Kelly focuses
on how the legal system achieved its formal goals (that is, the resolution
of disputes through judgments) and discusses in detail the contribution
made by the litigation process to informal methods of social control. With
particular emphasis on the roles that this process played in the transmission
of political ideologies, such as the maintenance of family solidarity and the
fostering of "private" mechanisms of dispute resolution, the book argues
that although the legal system was less than successful when judged by
its formal aims, it did have a real social impact by indirectly contributing
to some of the informal mechanisms that ensured order in this province
of the Roman Empire. However, arguing that, on occasion, one can also
see petitioning and litigation being abused for the pursuit of feud and
vengeance, Kelly also recognizes that the social impacts of petitioning and
litigation were multifaceted, and in some senses even contradictory.
KENNEDY, ELISABETH ROBERTSON. Seeking a Homeland: Sojourn and
Ethnic Identity in the Ancestral Narratives of Genesis. Leiden: Brill, 2011.
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Sojourn is a Leitwort in the ancestral narratives of Genesis, repeatedly
accentuated as an important descriptor of the patriarchs’ identity and
experience. This study shows that despite its connotations of alienation,
sojourn language in Genesis contributes to a strong communal identity
for biblical Israel. An innovative application of Anthony D. Smith’s
theory of ethnic myth utilizes the categories of ethnoscape, election, and
communal ethics as analytical tools in the investigation of the Genesis
sojourn texts. Close exegetical treatment reveals sojourn to strengthen
Israel’s ethnic identity in ways that are varied and at times paradoxical.
Its very complexity, however, makes it particularly useful as a resource for
group identity at times when straightforward categories of territorial and
social affiliation may fail.
KVANIG, HELGE. Primeval History: Babylonian, Biblical, and Enochic—An
Intertextual Reading. Leiden: Brill, 2011. Most cultures have myths of
origin. The Babylonians were the first to combine blocks of traditions
about primeval time into primeval histories where humans had a central
role. In the first millennium there were different versions that influenced
the concepts of primeval history within Jewish religion, both in the Bible
and in the parallel Enochic tradition. Atrahasis and the traditions of
primeval dynasties had crucial impact on Genesis; the traditions of the
primeval apkallus as cosmic guardians were lying behind the Enochic
Watcher Story. The book offers a comprehensive analytic comparison
between the images of primeval time in these three traditions. It presents
new interpretations of each of these traditions and how they relate to each
other.
LEICHTY, ERLE. The Royal Inscriptions of Esarhaddon, King of Assyria
(680–669 BC). Ann Arbor, Michigan: Eisenbrauns, 2011. The Royal
Inscription of Esarhaddon, King of Assyria (680–669 BC) is the inaugural
volume of the Royal Inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian Period Project. The
volume provides reliable, up-to-date editions of all of the known royal
inscriptions of Esarhaddon, a son of Sennacherib who ruled Assyria
for twelve years (680–669 b.c.e.). Editions of 143 firmly identifiable
texts (which mostly describe successful battles and the completion of
building projects, all done ad maiorem gloriam deorum), 29 poorly
preserved late Neo-Assyrian inscriptions that may be attributed to
him, and 10 inscriptions commissioned by his mother Naqia (Zakutu)
and his wife Esharra-hammat are included. To make this corpus more
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user-friendly to both specialist and laymen, each text edition (with its
English translation) is supplied with a brief introduction containing
general information, a catalogue containing basic information about all
exemplars, a commentary containing further technical information and
notes, and a comprehensive bibliography (arranged chronologically from
earliest to latest). The volume also includes: (1) a general introduction to
the reign of Esarhaddon, the corpus of inscriptions, previous studies, and
dating and chronology; (2) translations of the relevant passages of three
Mesopotamian chronicles; (3) 19 photographs of objects inscribed with
texts of Esarhaddon; (4) indexes of museum and excavation numbers
and selected publications; and (5) indexes of proper names (Personal
Names; Geographic, Ethnic, and Tribal Names; Divine, Planet, and Star
Names; Gate, Palace, Temple, and Wall Names; and Object Names).
The book is accompanied by a CD-ROM containing transliterations of
selected inscriptions arranged in a "musical score" format. The Royal
Inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian Period (RINAP) series will present upto-date editions of the royal inscriptions of a number of late Neo-Assyrian
rulers, beginning with Tiglath-pileser III (744–727 b.c.e.). This new series
is modeled on the publications of the now-defunct Royal Inscriptions
of Mesopotamia (RIM) series and will carry on where its RIMA (Royal
Inscriptions of Mesopotamia, Assyrian Periods) publications ended. The
project is under the direction of G. Frame (University of Pennsylvania)
and is supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
LEVINE, AMY-JILL and MARC Z. BRETTLER. Jewish Annotated New
Testament. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. Although major New
Testament figures—Jesus and Paul; Peter and James; Jesus’ mother, Mary;
and Mary Magdalene—were Jews, living in a culture steeped in Jewish
history, beliefs, and practices, there has never been an edition of the New
Testament that addresses its Jewish background and the culture from
which it grew—until now. In The Jewish Annotated New Testament,
eminent experts under the general editorship of Amy-Jill Levine and
Marc Z. Brettler put these writings back into the context of their original
authors and audiences. And they explain how these writings have affected
the relations of Jews and Christians over the past two thousand years.
An international team of scholars introduces and annotates the Gospels,
Acts, Letters, and Revelation from Jewish perspectives, in the New
Revised Standard Version translation. They show how Jewish practices
and writings, particularly the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible,
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influenced the New Testament writers. From this perspective, readers
gain new insight into the New Testament’s meaning and significance. In
addition, thirty essays on historical and religious topics—Divine Beings,
Jesus in Jewish thought, Parables and Midrash, Mysticism, Jewish Family
Life, Messianic Movements, Dead Sea Scrolls, questions of the New
Testament and anti-Judaism, and others—bring the Jewish context of the
New Testament to the fore, enabling all readers to see these writings both
in their original contexts and in the history of interpretation. For readers
unfamiliar with Christian language and customs, there are explanations
of such matters as the Eucharist, the significance of baptism, and “original
sin.” For non-Jewish readers interested in the Jewish roots of Christianity
and for Jewish readers who want a New Testament that neither proselytizes
for Christianity nor denigrates Judaism, Jewish Annotated New Testament
is an essential volume that places these writings in a context that will
enlighten students, professionals, and general readers.
LOADER, WILLIAM. Philo, Josephus, and the Testaments on Sexuality:
Attitudes towards Sexuality in Writings of Philo, Josephus, and the
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans,
2011. Philo, Josephus, and the Testaments on Sexuality is the fourth of
five volumes by William Loader exploring attitudes toward sexuality in
Judaism and Christianity during the Greco-Roman era. In this volume
Loader examines three substantial and historically important sets of
documents—the writings of Philo of Alexandria, the histories of Josephus,
and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. For each set of writings, he
provides an in-depth introduction, detailed analysis highlighting each
writer’s position on a broad range of matters pertaining to sexuality, and
a summary conclusion.
MARTIN, GARY D. Multiple Originals: New Approaches to Hebrew Bible
Textual Criticism. Leiden: Brill, 2011. Textual criticism is in a period
of change, as it seeks to account for an ever-growing body of textual
data as well as the development of new methodologies. Since the older
methodologies cannot simply be modified to meet our present needs,
Multiple Originals seeks to build bridges between methods of traditional
textual criticism and those of orality and formulaic analysis. Examining
practices of textual criticism across a wide range of texts and disciplines,
this book challenges the assumption that there can be only one correct
reading and argues for the presence of multivalences of both meaning and
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text. It demonstrates that in some cases multivalences were intended by
the composer, while in other cases, during the periods from which our
earliest extant manuscripts derive, they fell within the limits of variability
acceptable to those who valued and transmitted those texts.
MENNEN, INGE. Power and Status in the Roman Empire, AD 193–284.
Leiden: Brill, 2011. This book deals with changing power and status
relations between the highest ranking representatives of Roman imperial
power at the central level, in a period when the Empire came under
tremendous pressure, 193–284 c.e. Based on epigraphic, literary and
legal materials, the author deals with issues such as the third-century
development of emperorship, the shift in power of the senatorial elite
and the developing position of senior military officers and other high
equestrians. By analyzing the various senior power-holders involved in
Roman imperial administration by social rank, this book presents new
insights into the diachronic development of imperial administration,
appointment policies and sociopolitical hierarchies between the second
and fourth centuries c.e.
METCALF, WILLIAM, ed. The Oxford Handbook of Greek and Roman
Coinage. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. This book attempts to
make accessible to students, scholars, and the lay public annotated, upto-date information regarding the major coinages of the Greco-Roman
world. An international group of experts has been asked to treat their
areas of expertise, and the result is a broadly illustrated introduction to
the subject.
MONROE, LAUREN A. S. Josiah’s Reform and the Dynamics of Defilement:
Israelite Rites of Violence and the Making of a Biblical Text. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2011. Chapters 22 and 23 of 2 Kings tell the story of the
religious reforms of the Judean king Josiah, who systematically destroyed
the cult places and installations where his own people worshipped in order
to purify Israelite religion and consolidate religious authority in the hands
of the Jerusalem temple priests. This violent assertion of Israelite identity
is portrayed as a pivotal moment in the development of monotheistic
Judaism. Monroe argues that the use of cultic and ritual language in
the account of the reform is key to understanding the history of the
text’s composition, and illuminates the essential, interrelated processes
of textual growth and identity construction in ancient Israel. Until
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now, however, none of the scholarship on 2 Kings 22–23 has explicitly
addressed the ritual dimensions of the text. By attending to the specific
acts of defilement attributed to Josiah as they resonate within the larger
framework of Israelite ritual, Monroe’s work illuminates aspects of the
text’s language and fundamental interests that have their closest parallels
in the priestly legal corpus known as the Holiness Code (Leviticus 17–
26), as well as in other priestly texts that describe methods of eliminating
contamination. She argues that these priestly-holiness elements reflect an
early literary substratum that was generated close in time to the reign of
Josiah, from within the same priestly circles that produced the Holiness
Code. The priestly composition was reshaped in the hands of a postJosianic, exilic or postexilic Deuteronomistic historian who transformed
his source material to suit his own ideological interests. The account of
Josiah’s reform is thus imprinted with the cultural and religious attitudes
of two different sets of authors. Teasing these apart reveals a dialogue
on sacred space, sanctified violence and the nature of Israelite religion
that was formative in the development not only of 2 Kings 23, but of the
historical books of the Bible more broadly.
NARBONNE, JEAN-MARC. Plotinus in Dialogue with the Gnostics. Leiden:
Brill, 2011. The point of view put forth in the following pages differs
greatly from the common perspective according to which the treatises 30
to 33 constitute a single work, a Großschrift, and this single work, Plotinus’
essential response to the Gnostics. Our perspective is that of an ongoing
discussions with his “Gnostic”—yet Platonizing—friends, which started
early in his writings (at least treatise 6), developed into what we could call
a Großzyklus (treatises 27 to 39), and went on in later treatises as well (e. g.
47-48, 51). The prospect of an ongoing discussion with the Gnostics bears
an additional virtue, that of allowing for a truly dynamic understanding
of the Plotinian corpus.
PASTOR, JACK, PNINA STERN, and MENAHEM MOR, eds. Flavius Josephus:
Interpretation and History. Leiden: Brill, 2011. An International Josephus
Colloquium met in Haifa on 2–6 July, 2006. It gathered scholars from
Japan, Germany, France, Norway, Italy, Britain, Israel, and the USA who
represented different disciplines: bible, history, Judaism, and archaeology.
The connecting structure of all the participants was the ancient Jewish
historian Flavius Josephus. The fruit of this meeting is presented in twenty
four articles and an introduction. Flavius Josephus: Interpretation and
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History is a multidisciplinary collection of research on Josephus, the man,
the historian, his era, and his writings.
POTTER, DAVID. The Victor’s Crown: A History of Ancient Sport from
Homer to Byzantium. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. The Victor’s
Crown brings to life the signal role of sport in the classical world. Ranging
over a dozen centuries—from Archaic Greece through to the late Roman
and early Byzantine empires—David Potter’s lively narrative shows how
sport, to the ancients, was not just a dim reflection of religion and politics
but a potent social force in its own right. The passion for sport among
the participants and fans of antiquity has been matched in history only
by our own time. Potter first charts the origins of competitive athletics
in Greece during the eighth century b.c.e. and the emergence of the
Olympics as a preeminent cultural event. He focuses especially on the
experiences of spectators and athletes, especially in violent sports such
as boxing and wrestling, and describes the physiology of conditioning,
training techniques, and sport’s role in education. Throughout, we meet
the great athletes of the past and learn what made them great. The rise
of the Roman Empire transformed the sporting world by popularizing
new entertainments, particularly gladiatorial combat, a specialized form
of chariot racing, and beast hunts. Here, too, Potter examines sport from
the perspectives of both athlete and spectator, as he vividly describes
competitions held in such famous arenas as the Roman Coliseum and the
Circus Maximus. The Roman government promoted and organized sport
as a central feature of the Empire, making it a sort of common cultural
currency to the diverse inhabitants of its vast territory. While linking
ancient sport to events such as religious ceremonies and aristocratic
displays, Potter emphasizes above all that it was the thrill of competition—
to those who competed and those who watched—that ensured sport’s
central place in the Greco-Roman world.
RADNER, KAREN and ELEANOR ROBSON, eds. The Oxford Handbook of
Cuneiform Culture. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. The cuneiform
script, the writing system of ancient Mesopotamia, was witness to one
of the world’s oldest literate cultures. For over three millennia, it was
the vehicle of communication from (at its greatest extent) Iran to the
Mediterranean, Anatolia to Egypt. The Oxford Handbook of Cuneiform
Culture examines the Ancient Middle East through the lens of cuneiform
writing. The contributors, a mix of scholars from across the disciplines,
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explore, define, and to some extent look beyond the boundaries of the
written word, using Mesopotamia’s clay tablets and stone inscriptions
not just as "texts" but also as material artifacts that offer much additional
information about their creators, readers, users and owners.
RAJAK, TESSA. Translation and Survival: The Greek Bible of the Ancient Jewish
Diaspora. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. The translation of the
Hebrew Bible into Greek was the first major translation in Western culture.
Its significance was far-reaching. Without a Greek Bible, European history
would have been entirely different—no Western Jewish diaspora and no
Christianity. Translation and Survival is a literary and social study of the
ancient creators and receivers of the translations, and about their impact.
The Greek Bible served Jews who spoke Greek, and made the survival of
the first Jewish diaspora possible; indeed, the translators invented the term
diaspora. It was a tool for the preservation of group identity and for the
expression of resistance. It invented a new kind of language and many new
terms. The Greek Bible translations ended up as the Christian Septuagint,
taken over along with the entire heritage of Hellenistic Judaism, during
the process of the Church’s long-drawn-out parting from the Synagogue.
Here, a brilliant creation is restored to its original context and to its first
owners.
ROLLER, DUANE W. Cleopatra: A Biography. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2011. Few personalities from classical antiquity are more famous—
yet more poorly understood—than Cleopatra VII, queen of Egypt. In
this major biography, Duane Roller reveals that Cleopatra was in fact a
learned and visionary leader whose overarching goal was always the
preservation of her dynasty and kingdom. Roller’s authoritative account
is the first to be based solely on primary materials from the Greco-Roman
period: literary sources, Egyptian documents (Cleopatra’s own writings),
and representations in art and coinage produced while she was alive.
His compelling portrait of the queen illuminates her prowess as a royal
administrator who managed a large and diverse kingdom extending from
Asia Minor to the interior of Egypt, as a naval commander who led her
own fleet in battle, and as a scholar and supporter of the arts. Even her
love affairs with Julius Caesar and Marcus Antonius—the source of her
reputation as a supreme seductress who drove men to their doom—
were carefully crafted state policies: she chose these partners to ensure
the procreation of successors who would be worthy of her distinguished
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dynasty. That Cleopatra ultimately lost to her Roman opponents, Roller
contends, in no way diminishes her abilities.
SANDNES, KARL OLAV. The Gospel ‘According to Homer and Virgil’: Cento
and Canon. Leiden: Brill, 2011. In the fourth century c.e. some Christians
paraphrased the stories about Jesus’ life in the style of classical epics.
Imitating the genre of centos, they stitched together lines taken either from
Homer (Greek) or Virgil (Latin). They thus created new texts out of the
classical epics, while they still remained fully within the confines of their
style and vocabulary. It is the aim of this study to put these attempts into
a historical and rhetorical context. Why did some Christians rewrite the
Gospel stories in this way, and what came out of this? On the basis of these
Christian centos, it is natural to address the view held by some scholars,
namely that New Testaments narratives are imitations of the epics.
SCHMELING, GARETH. A Commentary on The Satyrica of Patronius.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. The Satyrica is a thrilling piece
of literature, and rare example of the Roman novel, credited to Gaius
Petronius which is as modern today as the time it was written under the
Roman emperor Nero. This is the first comprehensive commentary on the
whole of Petronius’ Satyrica, and is an attempt to unify and comprehend,
as much as possible, the fragmentary text by looking carefully at the
bits and pieces which have survived. The Satyrica’s unique nature as a
historical document from the ancient world has meant that it has been
vigorously studied by social historians as it provides an insightful look
into the lives of ordinary Roman people, such as the story of Trimalchio
the Roman businessman, as well as enacting the evolution of Latin into
the various Romantic languages as we know them today. Petronius puts
into the mouth of each of his characters a unique level of Latin, so that the
world of the Satyrica is populated not by characters who speak a kind of
Latin which made Latin a dead language, but by flesh and blood people
who have made Latin live until today. Schmeling’s commentary offers
readers an insightful analysis of this historically important text through
philological, linguistic, historical, and narratological discussions; while
highlighting past doubts on Petronius’ authorship of the Satyrica.
SIVAN, HAGITH. Galla Placidia: The Last Roman Empress. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2011. The astonishing career of Galla Placidia (c. 390–
450) provides valuable reflections on the state of the Roman empire in
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the fifth century c.e. In an age when emperors, like Galla’s two brothers,
Arcadius (395–408) and Honorius (395–423), and nephew, Theodosius
II (408–50), hardly ever ventured beyond the fortified enclosure of their
palaces, Galla spent years wandering across Italy, Gaul and Spain first
as hostage in the camp of Alaric the Goth, and then as wife of Alaric’s
successor. In exile at the court of her nephew in Constantinople, Galla
observed how princesses wield power while vaunting piety. Restored to Italy
on the swords of the eastern Roman army, Galla watched the coronation
of her son, age six, as the emperor of the western Roman provinces. For
a dozen years (425–37) she acted as regent, treading uneasily between
rival senatorial factions, ambitious church prelates, and charismatic
military leaders. This new biography of Galla is organized according to
her changing roles as bride, widow, bereaved mother, queen and empress.
It examines her relations with men in power, her achievements as a
politician, her skills at establishing power bases and political alliances, and
her efficiency at accomplishing her desired goals. Using all the available
sources, documents, epigraphy, coinage and the visual arts, and Galla’s
own letters, Hagith Sivan reconstructs the turning points and highlights
of Galla’s odd progression from a bloodthirsty princess at Rome to a bride
of a barbarian in Gaul, from a manipulative sister and wife of emperors at
the imperial court at Ravenna to a beggar at the court of her relatives in
Constantinople, and from a devious regent of the western Roman empire
to a collaborator of popes in Rome.
SKEATES, ROBIN, CAROL MCDAVID, and JOHN CARMAN, eds.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012 (anticipated publishing date). The
Oxford Handbook of Public Archaeology seeks to reappraise the place of
archaeology in the contemporary world by providing a series of essays
that critically engage with both old and current debates in the field of
public archaeology. Divided into four distinct sections and drawing across
disciplines in this dynamic field, the volume aims to evaluate the range
of research strategies and methods used in archaeological heritage and
museum studies, identify and contribute to key contemporary debates,
critically explore the history of archaeological resource management, and
question the fundamental principles and practices through which the
archaeological past is understood and used today.
SMITH, AMY C. S. Polis and Personification in Classical Athenian Art.
Leiden: Brill, 2011. In this study Smith investigates the use of political
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personifications in the visual arts of Athens in the Classical period (480–
323 b.c.e.). Whether on objects that served primarily private roles (e.g.,
decorated vases) or public roles (e.g. cult statues and document stelai),
these personifications represented aspects of the state of Athens—its
people, government, and events—as well as the virtues (e.g. Nemesis,
Peitho or Persuasion, and Eirene or Peace) that underpinned it. Athenians
used the same figural language to represent other places and their peoples.
This is the only study that uses personifications as a lens through which
to view the intellectual and political climate of Athens in the Classical
period.
STEADMAN, SHARON R. and GREGORY MCMAHON, eds. The Oxford
Handbook of Ancient Anatolia. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. This
volume is a unique blend of comprehensive overviews on archaeological,
philological, linguistic, and historical issues at the forefront of Anatolian
scholarship in the twenty-first century. Anatolia is home to early complex
societies and great empires, and was the destination of many migrants,
visitors, and invaders. The offerings in this volume bring this reality to life
as the chapters unfold nearly ten thousand years (ca. 10,000–323 b.c.e.)
of peoples, languages, and diverse cultures who lived in or traversed
Anatolia over these millennia. The contributors combine descriptions of
current scholarship on important discussion and debates in Anatolian
studies with new and cutting edge research for future directions of study.
The fifty-four chapters are presented in five separate sections that range in
topic from chronological and geographical overviews to anthropologically
based issues of culture contact and imperial structures, and from historical
settings of entire millennia to crucial data from key sites across the region.
The contributors to the volume represent the best scholars in the field from
North America, Europe, Turkey, and Asia. The appearance of this volume
offers the very latest collection of studies on the fascinating peninsula
known as Anatolia.
TENNEY, JONATHAN S. Life at the Bottom of Babylonian Society: Servile
Laborers at Nippur in the 14th and 13th Centuries B.C. Leiden: Brill, 2011. Life
at the Bottom of Babylonian Society is a study of the population dynamics,
family structure, and legal status of publicly-controlled servile workers in
Kassite Babylonia. It compares some of the demographic aspects proper to
this group with other intensively studied past populations, such as Roman
Egypt, Medieval Tuscany, and American slave plantations. It suggests that
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families, especially those headed by single mothers, acted as a counter
measure against population reduction (flight and death) and as a means
for the state to control this labor force. The work marks a step forward in
the use of quantitative measures in conjunction with cuneiform sources
to achieve a better understanding of the social and economic forces that
affected ancient Near Eastern populations.
VROLIJK, PAUL D. Jacob’s Wealth: An Examination into the Nature and Role
of Material Possessions in the Jacob-Cycle (Gen 25:19–35:29). Leiden: Brill,
2011. Various biblical studies on wealth and poverty have been published
over the last thirty years. Some of these studies touch on the wealth of
the patriarchs in Genesis 12–50, but they focus predominantly on other
parts of the Bible. Scholars who have studied the patriarchal narratives in
detail comment on aspects of patriarchal wealth, but do not offer an indepth analysis of this topic. This book on Jacob’s wealth shows that such
an analysis is warranted. In the Jacob story, material possessions and their
associated attitudes and actions are essential to understand the various
relationship dynamics. Often, possessions are the cause of conflict, but
they also play a role in conflict resolution. As a result, this study contributes
to a fuller understanding of the Jacob-cycle.
WALLS, JERRY, ed. The Oxford Handbook of Eschatology. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2010. Eschatology is the branch of theology that deals
with the final consummation of all things. Covering such subject matter
as death, judgment, and the life to come, the discipline of eschatology
must grapple with some of our greatest hopes, fears, anxieties and
expectations. The issues involved are uniquely complicated because they
are both intensely personal and of universal significance. To ponder
the “last things” is to consider not only the final fate of all things, but
to question daringly how one’s individual journey through life relates
to God’s grander scheme. Over the course of history, many prominent
thinkers have elevated eschatology into one of the most fascinating and
controversial dimensions of religious belief. The Oxford Handbook of
Eschatology provides an invaluable critical survey of this diverse body of
thought and practice from a variety of perspectives: biblical, historical,
theological, philosophical, and cultural. Through centuries of Christian
thought-from the early Church fathers through the Middle Ages and
the Reformation-eschatological issues were of the utmost importance.
In other religions, too, similar concerns were central to the shaping of
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the beliefs, practices, and identities of believers. After the Enlightenment,
though, many religious thinkers began to downplay the importance of
eschatology which, in light of rationalism, came to be seen as something of
an embarrassment. The twentieth century, however, saw the rise of several
phenomena that restored eschatology to the forefront of religious thought.
From the rapid expansion of fundamentalist forms of Christianity, with
their focus on the end times; to the proliferation of apocalyptic new
religious movements; to the recent (and very public) debates about suicide,
euthanasia, martyrdom, and paradise in Islam, interest in eschatology
is once again dramatically on the rise. This expansive handbook offers
thirty-nine chapters exploring the diverse terrain of eschatology’s past,
present, and future—providing informative insights on heaven, hell, and
everything in between. This volume will prove to be the primary resource
for students, scholars, and others interested in questions of our ultimate
existence.
WENDEL, SUSAN. Scriptural Interpretations and Community Self-Definition
in Luke-Acts and the Writings of Justin Martyr. Leiden: Brill, 2011.
Scholars of Christian origins often regard Luke-Acts and the writings
of Justin Martyr as similar accounts of the replacement of Israel by the
non-Jewish church. According to this view, both authors commandeer the
Jewish scriptures as the sole possession of non-Jewish Christ-believers,
rather than of Jews. Offering a fresh analysis of the exegesis of Luke and
Justin, this book uncovers significant differences between their respective
depictions of the privileged status that Christ-believers hold in relation to
the Jewish scriptures. Although both authors argue that Christ-believers
alone possess an inspired capacity to interpret the Jewish scriptures, unlike
Justin, Luke envisages an ongoing role for the Jewish people as recipients
of the promises that God pledged to Israel.
WESCOAT, BONNA DAIX. The Temple of Athena at Assos. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013 (anticipated publishing date). This volume presents
a comprehensive investigation of one of the most unusual archaic Greek
temples. The Temple of Athena at Assos, in modern Turkey, was built in
a city that had no prior monumental tradition in either architecture or
sculpture, so that the entire building constitutes an exercise in architectural
invention. In this fully illustrated study, Bonna Daix Wescoat assembles
for the first time a complete inventory of the architecture (documenting
two phases of construction), presents newly discovered epistyle reliefs and
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decorated metopes, proposes a new reconstruction of the building, and
situates the Temple within the formative development of monumental
architecture in Archaic Greece.
ZIMI, ELENI. Late Classical and Hellenistic Silver Plate from Macedonia.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. This is the first comprehensive and
fully illustrated study of silver vessels from ancient Macedonia from the 4th
to the 2nd centuries b.c.e. These precious vessels formed part of dining sets
owned by the royal family and the elite and have been discovered in the
tombs of their owners. Eleni Zimi presents 171 artifacts in a full-length
study of form, decoration, inscriptions and manufacturing techniques,
set against contemporary comparanda in other media (clay, bronze,
glass). She adopts an art historical and sociological approach to the
archaeological evidence and demonstrates that the use of silver vessels as
an expression of wealth and a status symbol is not only connected with the
wealth spread in the empire after Alexander’s the Great expedition to the
East, but constitutes a practice reflecting the opulence and appreciation
for luxury at least in the Macedonian court from the reign of Philip II
onwards.

